In this paper the method of lattice statics is applied to the calculation of the atomic displacements about a vacancy in aluminum using a fifth-neighbor force-constant model for the dynamical matrix and the vacancy-host lattice interaction. The strain-field interaction energy between two vacancies is similarly calculated. The main object of this work is to demonstrate the important modifications of earlier results, obtained for a first-and second-neighbor forceconstant model, when one uses the fifth-neighbor model designed to give a significantly better fit to the measured phonon dispersion curves. In particular it is demonstrated that the displacements about the vacancy continue to deviate strongly from the asymptotic elastic-continuurn values out much farther from the defect than is the case for the first-and second-neighbor model.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, using the method of lattice statics, we extend the calculations of Bullough and ~a r d y ' f o r the displacement field about a vacancy in aluminum t o include third-, fourth-, and fifth-nearestneighbor interactions. A s we shall s e e , by extending the range of the interatomic forces we c o r r espondingly introduce long-range effects into the displacement field.
We assume that total crystal energy can b e written as a s u m of effective pairwise interactions between the ions and a volume-dependent contribution f r o m the electron gas. This assumption i s based on the pseudopotential theory of metals, in which the atoms a r e separated into ion c o r e s and a "gas" of quasifree conduction electrons. ~a r r i s o n ' shows explicitly that the total energy contains a volumedependent t e r m and an effective pairwise central interaction between ion cores. We denote this by the interatomic potential *(Y) (Y being the appropriate spacing). F o r a crystal with total potential energy resulting entirely f r o m central pairwise interactions, the Cauchy relations must hold. F o r cubic crystals, this means that C,, = C, , , which a r e not equal f o r most cubic metals (including aluminum) because of the volume-dependent contribution to the total energy of the crystal. In other words, the crystal i s required to be stable only under the combined influences of the central pairwise potentials and the volume-dependent part of the energy. Thus, the Cauchy relations a r e violated.
We make two approximations: F i r s t , we assume that the interatomic potential is of reasonably short range and is essentially z e r o f o r atoms f a r t h e r apart than fifth-nearest neighbors. (Shyu and ~a s~a r i ' have shown that this is a reasonable assumption f o r a l l alkali metals except lithium; in this paper we show that a fifth-neighbor model f o r aluminum provides a good over-all fit to neutron diffraction data.) Second, we expand the energy of the crystal to the harmonic approximation. Our calculations suggest that this is reasonable since the displacements we obtain a r e typically l e s s than a few percent of interatomic spacing. However, this restriction can be removed when we have a reliable interatomic potential which i s valid for all values of Y.
The method of lattice statics, originally introduced by Kanzaki, involves writing the displacement field about a defect a s a Fourier sum, where the coefficients a r e obtained by Fourier transforming the equilibrium equations. The displacements calculated, with this Fourier sum, a r e exact, within the harmonic approximation and the assumption of periodic boundary conditions, and in no way depend on fitting the displacements of a t o m s "far" f r o m the defect to certain assumed values. That i s , this method allows f o r the simultaneous relaxation of a l l the atoms, and is therefore superior to d i r e c t space calculations (see, f o r example, Ref.
3) which assume that atoms outside a certain region (region I) centered on the defect a r e either held fixed o r forced to relax to positions determined by elasticity theory. The major difficulty with such calculations i s that one does not know a p r i o r i how large to make this region.
Let u s take the region to be spherical with radius R, and define i t a s that region in which the strain field is not adequately described by continuum elasticity theory. The displacements calculated in For the more realistic fifth-neighbor model our results set a lower limit for Ro of about 25a. There a r e approximately 30 000 atoms in a region this size. Clearly, a direct space calculation which allows for the simultaneous relaxation of all atoms within a region I of radius 225a is for practical purposes impossible. In Sec. I1 we give a resume of the method of lattice statics with particular emphasis on the assumption of periodic boundary conditions. We prefer to call this the superlattice assumption and will refer to it a s such in what follows, In Sec. 111 we list the formulas pertinent to our problem and discuss in some detail the procedure used to obtain the constants in these equations. Results a r e listed and discussed in Sec. IV.
METHOD OF LATTICE STATICS
Since a detailed account of the method of lattice statics has recently been given by Flocken and Hardy, we will present only the basic assumptions and resultant formulas along with a brief discussion of the dependence of the strain field on the volume of periodicity.
Consider an infinite monatomic6 lattice with identical point defects regularly spaced to form a superlattice of defects having the same structure as the host lattice and containing N lattice points per defect. By symmetry the strain field due to the superlattice i s periodic over a Wigner-Seitz volume (supercell) containing N lattice points and one de- ( 1 1 0 ) , and (111) directions using the P method with 64000 sample points (i.e., N = 64 000). where T ( i ) is the force on the i t h atom in its displaced position due to the defect a t the origin. 
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Similar arguments have led Hardy and ~u l l o u~h ' to the following expression for the interaction energy _of a defect a t the origin with a second defect a t 'E(1) :
The summation over 4 in Eqs.
(1) and (3) includes all the distinct wave vectors in the f i r s t B. Z. If we let q, = ( n , /~) x (n/a) (where M3 = N), the allowed wave vectors for the fcc lattice a r e those for which n,, n2, and n, a r e either all odd o r all even integers with n, + n,+ n, 5 f 3~.
Considering only the three symmetry directions, boundary conditions require zero displacements for also forced t o zero. These symmetry requirements a r e somewhat troublesome since we want to obtain the displacement field of an isolated vacancy. How- 
vacancy.
The above sampling technique (which we call the P method) has been widely used since the advent of computers a s the method for treating problems which require a summation over lattice vibrational modes. A recent example of lattice-statics calculations with this method i s given by Flocken and Hardy.
It was mentioned above that the method of lattice statics i s exact within the harmonic approximation and the superlattice assumption found that increasing the range of the interatomic forces to include fifth-neighbor interactions increases R, s o much that the symmetry requirements of the P method become very marked (~i g .
1).
An alternate approach i s that of letting the volume of periodicity become infinite. Thus, where v is the volume per atom and the integration where h(G) is any function with the periodicity of i s over the first B. Z. For most realistic probthe reciprocal lattice and C denotes the cube inlems, the integral must be performed numerically.
scribing the f i r s t B. Z. Thus, in units where a = 1, In face, the above sampling technique may be conthe displacements become sidered as a numerical approximation to the inte-. . lem of periodicity but i s not very efficient for obtaining accurate numerical results. However, much more efficient numerical methods do exist for the approximation of single integrals and may be applied to this multiple integral. We might expect that this would be a very difficult problem because of the complex shape of the B. Z. Fortunately, this i s not the case.
Note that where x=qla, y = q 2 a , and z=q,a. The constant limits on this integral permit it to be solved easily by the generalization to multiple integrals of conventional methods for the numerical integration of single integrals. 
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where i, j , and k a r e summed from -n to n (excluding zero), and 5 is the integrand in Eq. (6). The x, s n times the ith Gaussian abscissa and W, is the ith Gaussian weight.
Note that we obtain a much denser sample of points in our integration volume near the corners of the cube than we do at the origin. As we also need a dense s a m p l e~f points at the origin, because of the singularity in V-' $,the corners and the origin, we approximate { ( I ) by where i, j , and k a r e now summed from -271 to 272, xl=(b?i)(l-xi) and w ( = + w , f o r I i l c n , and xi=($?i)(1+xi_,) and w:=$w~, for l i l >n.
This numerical integration method will be r e - 
SPECIFIC FORMULAS
We wish to apply this method to the case of a vacancy in aluminum, a crystal which has the facecentered cubic structure. The aluminum atoms a r e positioned at sites: F ( i ) = (11,12,1,)a, where ?(i) is referred to the usual cubic axes with the origin at a vacancy of the superlattice. The I,, 12, and 1, a r e integers such that 1, + l 2+13 is even and a = 2.02 A. However, there a r e only & N nonequivalent F(T) vectors because of the superlattice assumption and the fact that the cubic point group contains 48 symmetry operations.
Our model assumes that each atom interacts with its nth shell of nearest neighbors via a central potential a(?-), where a(?-) i s constant for n 2 6.
The elements of the dynamical matrix for this model a r e + cos2q2a cosq,a) -(*a, +*cue) cos2qla cosqza cosq3a -(a1+ a,) cos2qla(cos2q2a +cos2q3a) where and JZh is the first-nearest-neighbor separation.
The subscripts on the derivatives indicate the value of Y which at the derivatives a r e evaluated.
The numerical values for the a's were obtained by solving a s e t of 10 linear equations:
The coefficient matrix i s determined from the dynamical matrix by inserting particular values for 5. Three equations can be obtained in the 'q -0 limit, where the corresponding fij a r e functions of the elastic constants, determined by comparing
with the dynamical matrix of elastic theory. Any number of equations can be obtained for z > O with the corresponding Pj being eigenvalues of V(G) taken from experimental phonon dispersion curves.
Several s e t s of force constants were determined by using different s e t s of 10 equations. The reproducibility of the experimental phonon dispersion curves was checked for each s e t of a's. The 10 equations (shown in Table I along with the solutions, 0,) chosen a s giving the best over-all fit were: the three 'q -0 equations ( j = 1, 2,3); the two (100) zone-boundary equations ( j = 4,5); the two (111) zone-boundary equations ( j = 6,7); the longitudinal (1 10) (100) and (110) directions a r e those of Yarnell, Warren, and Koenig. l2 F o r 5 along the x111) direction, Walker's results13 were used. The elastic constants Cll, C,,, and C44 used were, respectively, 1.08 x1012, 0.62 x1012, and 0.28 x1012 dyn/cm2.
The ability of the force constants in Table I to reproduce the experimental dispersion curves i s demonstrated in Table 11 .
We were also interested in obtaining force constants which_would give us elastic isotropy, since the relation <(F) mF/r3, valid for an isotropic elastic medium, is useful for comparison with the r esults of lattice statics. To obtain isotropic force constants (also shown in Table I ), we merely r eplaced Cll with C,, + 2C4, in Eq. (11).
From symmetry considerations alone the forces on the first-, second-, and fourth-nearest neighbors due to the vacancy a r e radial. Since the force constants for third and fifth neighbors a r e relatively small, we assume the forces on these neighbors to be radial also. With this assumption the Fourier transformed forces become F2(q1, 42, 43) = Fl (92, q3, 41) a~l , ( n , .
and The numerical values of the fn's for isotropic aluminum were obtained by the same method a s that F3(q~7qz,93)= F1(q3, 9 1~9 , ) , used by Bullough and Hardy, ' following Kanzaki, * with the exception that there a r e five unknown where fn i s the force on the nth neighbor = [a!P(r)/ forces to be determined:
where f, i s positive for outward radial forces.
IV. RESULTS
The required summations in Eqs. (I), (3), and (8) were done for the isotropic aluminum model discussed in Sec. I11 using an IBM 360/65 computer.
In Figs. 1-4 , we show the displacements for atoms along each of the three symmetry directions. These a r e inte$ded_to show the general function dependence of 5 on 1 and N. The symmetry of the superlattice is exhibited in Fig. 1 where [ 5 (I1, 1 2, 1,; 6 4 0 0 0 ) ( 1~~+ 1~~+ 1 ,~) ] / a is plotted for the three symmetry direct ions. Since-continuum theory predicts a l / r 2 dependence for ((?), the continuum result for such a plot i s a horizontal line. The with their second-neighbor model. Moving in the direction of +i (Fig. I) , we see the results of the lattice statics tending toward the continuum value before being forced to zero at (40,0, O), (40, 40, 40) , (20,20, o), and (20,20, 20) by the symmetry of the superlattice. In Figs. 2-4, the P and Q methods a r e compared for atoms along the (loo), (110), and (111) directions, respectively. The number of sample points used were 64 000 and 55 296, respectively, f o r the P and Q methods. These plots a r e magnifications of the regions in Fig. 1 where the superlattice assumption has drastic effects on the P-method calculations.
From these figures i t i s clear that, even though the number of sample points used in the Q calculations was less than that used in the P calculations, the Q results maintain accuracy over a much larger region than do the P results. In fact, we can definitely s e e that the lattice-statics displacements approach the elastic limit before the results of the Q calculations abruptly become absurd. This abruptness with which the Q results obviously become ridiculous aids in determining the region of validity of these calculation^.'^ As a further check on the computational accuracy of these two methods, we have compared 2 (I, I, I; a) x3z2 using a variety of sample point densities. Shyu and G. D. Gaspari, Phys. Rev. 163, 667 (1967) .
These results (Table 111 ) also indicate that the Q method i s much more efficient than i s the P method.
For completeness, we show in Table N the displacements and interaction energies for lattice points with l I 2 + l 22+132154. These results a r e for isotropic aluminum using the Q method with 55 296 sample points.
Finally, this work using the fifth-neighbor model demonstrates important modifications of earlier r esults' obtained for a second-neighbor force-constant model. Specifically , the displacements continue to deviate strongly from the asymptotic values much farther from the defect than i s the case for the second-neighbor model. The second-neighbor calculations indicate that, for isotropic aluminum, 1(i) X (112+1 22+139 is within about 10% of the continuum value for atoms farther than approximately 6a from the defect. For the fifth-neighbor model the 10% discrepancy i s maintained for atoms at least a s f a r a s 20a from the vacancy. It i s these long-range effects that render any semidiscrete calculations impractical.
Because of the forced elastic isotropy and the possible inadequacy of the fifth-neighbor centralforce model, the results presented here should not be expected to describe exactly the distortions about a vacancy in a real aluminum crystal. Indeed, we found that the force constants a, were rather sensitive to the particular s e t of experimental values p, used in Eq. ( l l ) , indicating that the model needs improvement.
However, these limitations do not affect the main point of this work; namely, that an extension of the range of the interatomic forces may correspondingly increase the region in which the predictions of elastic theory a r e inadequate. The point i s that our results a r e exact for the set of force constants (Y [cf. Eq, (lo)] we have used and the resultant displacements a r e directly comparable with those in an isotropic continuum having the s a m e elastic constants. Furthermore, the assumption of radial third-and fifth-neighbor forces i s good since r elaxation changes both f, and f, by approximately 0.2% a s compared with their zero-order counterparts. Since these last forces a r e purely radial, it follows that f, and f, a r e also radial to a very good approximation. h his expression for the displacements was obtained by minimizing the energy of the crystal a t constant volume. Strictly speaking, one must also minimize the energy with respect to a uniform lattice dilatation. However, Hardy (Ref. 14) has shown that this dilatation will be of order 1 /~ for any atom of concern to us. Therefore, for large N the configuration of atoms close to the defect will be given correctly by Eq. (1). (a), we a r e in effect integrating exactly an expanded form for the integrand. In particular, the integrand is effectively expanded in a Taylor series of order 4n -1 in each of the variables, x , y , and z , about either + i n o r -in dep~nding on whether the variable is positive or negative. As 1 increases, the oscillatory behavior of the integrand becomes more pronounced until at some point the effective expansion breaks down; and this breakdown, when it occurs, takes place very sharply.
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